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Scottish tourism continues to ride 
the rollercoaster of uncertainty

How holiday plans evolved in 2022 and
where Scots took their holidays

Characteristics of holidays
taken in Scotland in 2022
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By late October, 46%  had either taken or were planning a holiday in Scotland this
year whilst 33% went elsewhere in the UK, 33% to Europe and 11% further afield
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Accommodation Used on Scottish holidays

Rest & Relaxation

Eating/drinking Out

Cooked own meals

Bought takeaways

Enjoyed the outdoors

Visited historic Properties

Shopped for gifts/souvenirs
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Active outdoor pursuits
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Activities undertaken & net change compared to 2019
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How spending compared on 2022 Scottish holidays to
spending in previous years

A lot less A bit less Much the same A bit more A lot more

17% 14% 39% 20% 9%

"Cost of living problems"

"Tried to cut back on our spending
on this holiday"

"In our campervan, we were determined to save
money, so we cooked our own breakfasts"

"Costs for everything have
increased this year"

"Things just seem to cost a lot more
this year - especially our hotel"

"Eating out is so much
more expensive"

Rising Costs of Living

74%

What impacted most on holiday
choices during 2022?

Rising Petrol & Diesel Costs

Coronavirus Pandemic

Disruption at airports

The War in Ukraine

Disruption on the railways

60%

58%

43%

37%

32%

"Costs of everything have
gone up including air fares

so I couldn't afford a
holiday this year"

"Due to the cost of living
I can't afford food and

heating let alone travel"

"I had less spending
money on my

holiday this year"

"Less disposable income
resulting in all money

going towards utilities,
food and travel".

Scotland's Viewpoint is a regular survey of
1,000+ Scots - statistically representative of
the Scottish population and undertaken by
56 Degree Insight. It is conducted online
over a two-day period on a quarterly basis. 
 The results displayed here are taken from
the 4th wave of the survey which ran over
the 26th-27th October - 1,000 Scots were
interviewed. For further information visit:

www.56DegreeInsight.com
 

"Because of the rail
strikes we had to drive

to our holiday in
October and this ended
up costing us a bit more

than expecting, we
would normally also do

more short Scottish
breaks but the cost of

petrol during the
summer was a huge

dissuasion"

"Trying to reduce my
trips overall to save

money on fuel".

"Less likely to drive
longer distances due to

cost. This especially
impacted on day trips

for leisure."

"l have a great fear about
being too far from home

still - I had the virus twice
and have some medical

issues so its a great fear of
catching it again"

"The lockdowns precipitated our
decision to get a dog, and forego

overseas travel. We now go to
places we can easily take our dog

with us.

"I was wary and
nervous on going on

holiday this year"

"Disruption at airports
made me a bit

reluctant to book a
holiday, so I have

waited until schools
are back."

"The idea of spending
hours in a packed

airport waiting for
flights that are not

taking off totally put
me off."

"Was worried about large
queues and baggage problems

plus getting Covid - so we
didn't fly this year"

 
"The thought of the

disruption at airports
also contributed to our

decision not to go abroad
on holiday this year."

The rail strikes meant
we had to drive. We

moved our holiday to
try to avoid the

strikes but we ended
up travelling during
the strikes anyway"

"Ended up driving
to London airport
from Scotland due

to rail strikes"

"Several train trips we wanted
to take we couldn’t because

there weren’t trains running"
 

"I wasnt able to book the
Caledonian Sleeper when

I wanted to because
there were 2 strikes that

week"

"I think people are a more
wary now...with the

distinct possibility that
this awful war could
spread...without any

notice!"

"I had considered a
holiday to Japan but

increased flight
times to avoid

Russian airspace has
put this on hold"

"I wanted to go to
Eastern Europe but

changed my mind as it’s
too close to the war".

"Price increase in
literally everything and
restrictions of airline
routes due to the war"

What was different about the holidays taken in 2022?
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Spending less whilst 
on holiday

Uncomfortable going
abroad due to Covid

Spending less to go on
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Booking closer to trip
because of uncertainties

Using 3rd party operators
for overseas for more security
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Change

What are the early indications about holiday behaviours in 2023?
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  As 2022 progressed, by April, the forecasts of the proportions of Scots
expecting to take holidays this year reached 72% and this has proven to be a
fairly accurate estimate. In the latest survey, we predict 73% of Scots will
take holidays somewhere in 2022 (by late October, 67% had already done
so).  Some 46% of Scots will holiday in Scotland - the main destinations
being the Highlands (12% of Scots) and Edinburgh (10%).  A third (33%) are
taking trips elsewhere in the UK - particularly the Lakes & the North West
(11%) and London (9%).  A third are visiting Europe this year with Spain and
its islands the main destination (15% of Scots).  In terms of long haul, only
around 11% are travelling further afield - the USA is the main destination.

   In terms of Scottish holidays, there has been a good spread across the year,
though June, July and August have been the most popular months (12% of
Scots took trips in Scotland during July). Self-catering accommodation
remains the preferred choice on Scottish holidays amongst the home market
(used by 29% of Scots who took holidays).  In terms of activities, rest and
relaxation was undertaken on 63% of trips as was eating and drinking out. 
 Trends post-Covid to spend more time on holiday outdoors have
continued, however the impact of the cost of living squeeze is evident with a
drop in the numbers eating out, and for shopping for gifts and souvenirs.
There is of course a dichotomy - whilst some have tried to cut back and spend
less on their holiday, others have had to spend more because of higher costs.

   A number of barriers to holiday taking have been notable this year.  The 
 Covid pandemic clearly affected our travel choices over 2020 and 2021, but
is is still present in 2022 - 58% felt their holiday choices were still being
impacted by the pandemic (a wariness of travelling too far for some and
nervousness that plans might need to change for others).  However, in 2022,
the biggest impacts have been caused by rising costs of living - three
quarters of Scots said this affected their holiday choices and decisions (74%),
further driven up by rising fuel costs for 60% of Scots.  The result - fewer
holidays, if any in 2022 for some, and for those who did holiday, less spend
on the trip.  Disruption at airports and on the railways also impacted
holiday decisions and behaviours for 43% and 37% respectively - the former
having a greater impact on foreign holidays, the latter impacting more on
domestic breaks.  And the war in Ukraine impacted on the holiday choices of
around a third of Scots (32%) - both in terms of avoiding the region and the
indirect impact of the conflict on costs for holidays generally.

   And these impacts have resulted in some changing behaviours for
holidays in 2022.  Almost half of Scots cut back on their spending when
choosing their holiday and destination (47%), whilst a similar proportion cut
back on their spending whilst they were on holiday (49%).  Almost four in 
 ten booked their holidays much closer to when they actually took them
(39%).  This reflects continued uncertainties around costs as well as the
pandemic, and also resulted in 29% of foreign holidays being booked
through a third party operator.  And ultimately, the range of uncertainties
and higher costs in 2022 have resulted in Scots taking fewer holidays in
2022 than they did pre-Covid - in 2019 and earlier: although 17% took more
holidays this year than in 2019, over half of Scots (51%) took fewer (a net
change of -34%).  This was especially the case for overseas travel (-37%).
Whilst main holidays and short breaks in Scotland are also down compared
with 2019 (-12% and -15% respectively), the resultant share of Scots domestic
holidays vs holidays to the rest of the UK and overseas has therefore
increased slightly.

   So, what does 2023 hold in store?  At this early stage, there remains a lot  
 of uncertainty and a number of things could very likely derail and change
plans.  Further increases in the cost of living would impact three quarters of
Scots holiday plans (75%), with inflation (74%) and rising fuel and energy costs
(69%) being the primary economic levers which could negatively impact. But
there is a clear message that increased costs introduced by the tourism
industry itself will also negatively impact the likelihood of domestic or
overseas trips (66% and 65% respectively).  More positively however, there
is a latent desire amongst Scots to increase their holiday taking in 2023
compared with 2022 if at all possible.  Some 38% hope to take more holidays
than this year, and with 20% expecting to take fewer, this is a potential net
increase of +18%.  Of course, the extent to which this might happen will
clearly depend on the various barriers to trip-taking already highlighted.
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What will impact 2023 holiday 
decisions and choices?

Cost of living
increases

Inflation
increases

Rising fuel &
Energy costs

Costs of DOMESTIC
Holidays

Costs of OVERSEAS
Holidays

General economic
uncertainty

Poor exchange
rates 

Covid/Pandemic
uncertainties

UK Political
uncertainties

Continuing
War in Ukraine

CClimate Change
concerns

Increases in
Mortgage rates

75%75% 74%74% 69%69%

66%66% 65%65% 65%65%

57%57% 46%46% 46%46%

42%42% 39%39% 39%39%


